DELGADO DELIVERS FASHIONABLE STYLE AND SUPERB COMFORT.
DELGADO® SEATING N53GW4HM, MAHARAM LANALUX BLACK/WHITE, ALMOND FINISH, POLISHED BASE
TESSERA® STORAGE ALMOND VENEER FINISH
COLLETTE™ LOUNGE FLORENCE TERRA, LINEAR
FOOTING™ TABLE ALMOND LAMINATE, POLISHED
DELGADO SATISFIES BY EMBRACING GUESTS WITH COMFORT AND VISUAL ARTISTRY.

CUSHIONED UPHOLSTERY INTERSECTS TO CREATE INTERESTING APPEAL AND PRECISE PATHS FOR COMFORT.

Delgado offers distinctive elements that make a dramatic impression. Its clean lines and crisp details are enveloped by rich wood or tailored upholstery to create an intriguing seating collection. Choose from wood or polished bases with a wide variety of functionality. From static or mobile to sled, rocker, and height adjustable bases, Delgado offers solutions to suit all of your needs for guest seating and conference room applications.
DELGADO DELIVERS URBAN BEAUTY AND PLUSH COMFORT.

Delgado seating welcomes guests to open plan spaces, lobby areas, conference rooms, and private offices. To further expand on Delgado’s clean lines, add contrasting fabrics to highlight its angular attraction. Choose from a fully upholstered back or add distinction by selecting the bent plywood shaped back. The wood shell aesthetic offers an uncommon and artistic spin to this series of seating.
DELGADO® SEATING CALLISTO TAN POLISHED
STACCATO® TABLE DESIGNER WHITE POLISHED
EXHIBIT™ WALL-RAIL SOLUTION DESIGNER WHITE SHELVES, PLATINUM
TELLARO™ LOUNGE CALLISTO CALLISTO CALLISTO CALLISTO
TESSERA TABLE DESIGNER WHITE SHELVES, PLATINUM AMBER AC 6208
WHIMSY® IMPROMTU SEATING BLISS NAUTICAL